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OBJECTIVES

• Discuss the importance of literacy

• Describe the components of BST

• Navigate a coaching process through access to free coaching tools on the 

Project IMPACT website

• Learn how to use coaching tool to provide feedback to teachers immediately 

after coaching session



WHY TEACH LITERACY?

• The goal of learning for all students including those with significant cognitive 

disabilities (extensive support needs; ESN) is to enhance quality of life

• Instruction in literacy provides a unique tool for promoting quality of life 

through increasing communicative competence, including comprehending and 

producing messages

• While not all students may learn to read, all should have the opportunity to 

learn to access, understand, and produce text



GLASS CEILINGS

• Historically, our efforts solely focused on teaching a limited 

set of “functional skills”

• Reading and writing one’s name

• Reading fast food menu words

• We permitted students to participate “alongside their 

peers” but did not require them to make progress



SMASHING 
THROUGH THEM

• Now data suggest that students 

with extensive support needs 

can indeed make progress 

within the general curriculum

• Learn about the world 

around them

• Learn how to learn

• Participate in meaningful 

ways with their peers.



CURRENT BARRIERS

• There has been difficulty scaling up literacy practices for students with ESN

• Variation in teacher preparation

• Disagreement on best practices

• A need for additional research



PROJECT 
IMPACT

• Inclusion Made Practical for All 

Children and Teachers 

(IMPACT)

• Three year project, started 

January 1, 2019

• UNC Charlotte and Charlotte-

Mecklenburg Schools 

Partnership

• Home | Project Impact | UNC 

Charlotte is our website

https://projectimpact.uncc.edu/


FOUR GOALS

• Improve outcomes in the comprehension 
skills of students with ID

• Support teachers to align instruction to 
grade level content standards and 
promote access to the general 
curriculum

• Develop strategies and tools to support 
implementation of the comprehension 
model in inclusive classrooms

• Provide intensive coaching to support 
implementation of model in both special 
education and general education settings 
to promote sustainability



PROJECT OVERVIEW & RESOURCES

Brett Cerrato



PROJECT WEBSITE:  
PROJECTIMPACT.UNCC.EDU 



PARTICIPANTS

• Across the project we will support 3 elementary and 

2 middle schools for two academic years. 10 total 

schools within project.  At least one triad from each 

school (Gen ed teacher, SPED teacher, 

paraprofessional)

• In Year 1, we recruited seven special education 

teachers, 5 paraprofessionals,  5 general education 

teachers 

• PLC format across schools. PLC 1 in year 1; PLC 2 

for replication in year 2

• PLC Year 1 used two configurations depending 

upon the training- one was location (3 schools in 

North Charlotte, 2 schools in South Charlotte)-

other was grade band (elementary, middle)

• All training occurred either after school, during 

planning in a school, or online

• Teachers/Paras were paid



INTERVENTION PACKAGE OVERVIEW

• Phase 1: Train teachers to implement scripted curriculum, including response 

prompting strategies

• Behavior Skills Training

• Ongoing Coaching

• Phase 2: Support special & general education co-planning of inclusive lessons

• Phase 3: Train peers as supports in inclusive classroom

• Year 2: Develop teachers as coaches for new cohorts 



TIMELINE
• Original Plan:

• Up to 15 weeks: Phase 1, coaching & 

feedback (segregated classes, scripted 

curriculum, EBP)

• 8-10 weeks: Phase 2, coaching & feedback 

(continue curriculum & gen ed texts in 

segregated classes, co-designed lessons, 

inclusion up to 3 students in gen ed class)

• 4 weeks: Phase 3 coaching & feedback 

(continue curriculum & gen ed texts in 

segregated classes, co-designed lessons, peer 

training as support for students with 

disabilities in gen ed)

• Summer: Post training analysis, revisions



TRAINING
• Early lessons centered around published curricula

• Teaching to the Standards ELA for middle school and 

English Language Arts Grades 3-5 (brand new)- given 

to SPED teachers

• Provided several trainings in PLCs

• 1a. Systematic Instruction (everyone)

• 1b. Implement published curriculum (SPED, para)

• 1c. Progress Monitoring (SPED, para)

• 2a. Adapt grade aligned lessons (Gen, SPED)

• 2b. Inclusive lesson plan implementation (Gen, 

SPED)

• 2c. Data-based decision making (Gen, SPED)

• 3a. Peer supports training (Gen, SPED, para)



INITIAL TRAINING

• Two-day workshop

• Grant purposes

• Best practices in literacy instruction for students with ESN

• Big concepts in systematic instruction

• Response prompting and instructional strategies

• Published curricula

• Review, seek and find, model, rehearsal with feedback



BEHAVIORAL 
SKILLS TRAINING

Present a script



BEHAVIORAL 
SKILLS TRAINING

Model

Rehearsal & Feedback 

(We provided an opportunity to practice 
with feedback) 



Phase 1 Materials | Project 

Impact | UNC Charlotte

https://projectimpact.uncc.edu/resources/phase-1-materials


ONGOING COACHING

• Scheduled observations

• Reviewed goal related to targeted EBP 

• Post-observation conference 

• Provided opportunities to rehearse targeted areas

• Established new goals





PHASE II INCLUSION

Alicia Saunders



TRAINING 2: PLANNING FOR GEN ED

• We conducted a 2-hour training with teams (special education, general education, para)

• Introduced co-planning template

• Used guided practice

• Provided opportunities co-planning

• Asked teachers to meet at least 4 times to plan 8 lessons (two sped, two gen ed)  

• Students with disabilities attended general education classrooms

• We continued coaching supports



Phase 2 Materials | Project 

Impact | UNC Charlotte

Peter Pan, City of Ember, The Boy who 

Harnessed the Wind

https://projectimpact.uncc.edu/resources/phase-2-materials




OUTCOMES OF YEAR 1

Rob Pennington



OUTCOMES MEASURES

• Pre-post test measures of comprehension

• Teacher measures fidelity of implementation

• Focus group feedback 

• Qualitative measures of goal alignment to state standards



YEAR 1 DATA PHASE I

• Pre and post were developed from a novel text (not read during 
intervention) and different chapters pre/post with comparable 
questions 

• 22 Elementary students- Paired t-tests

• Elem participants’ pretest assessment (M= 5.68, SD=3.02) and post-test 
assessment (M=7, SD=2) is statistically significant t (18) = -3.04, p= .007, 
d=.52 (medium effect size).

• 16 Middle school students- Paired t-tests

• Middle participants’ pretest assessment (M= 6.77, SD=3.14 and post-
test assessment (M=8.46, SD=2.33) is statistically significant t (12) = -3.16, 
p=. 008, d=.61 (medium effect size).



YEAR 1 DATA PHASE II

• Students’ made statistically significant gains in literacy performance from (M = 6.37, 
SD = .55) to posttest 1 (M = 7.73, SD = .4). Students’ made gains in literacy 
performance from posttest I to posttest 2 posttest 2 (M = 8.47, SD = .44), but they 
were not significantly higher than their posttest 1 scores.

• Out of 33 students, 17 students participated in inclusion lessons and 16 of them did 
not. 

• The difference between students who were in inclusion lessons’ posttest 2 scores 
(M=9.38, SD=2.31) and students who were not in inclusion lessons’ posttest 2 
scores (M= 7.47, SD=2.15) was statistically significant t (33) =.2.45, p= .02, h 2 = .86 
(large effect size).

• The main effect of school level is not significant (F (1,28) = 2.22, p=.148, h 2 = .073) 
indicating no difference among elementary and middle school students as both 
groups made significant progress pretest to posttest.



FOCUS GROUP FEEDBACK

• After Phase 1: 

• What is one take away that will impact your practice as a result of participating in 
the project so far?

• - I can definitely apply these techniques in my classroom in other subjects as well.  
Transferable.

• - Students love the chapter books and reading. Students are motivated to participate 
group reading. We have had students that normally refuse to work who now want to 
participate in the lessons.

• - Since students are so engaged, I want to do more activities about reading. “It 
challenges me to challenge my students”



FOCUS GROUP FEEDBACK

• After Phase II: 

• What strategies worked when conducting lessons in the gen ed classroom? Why?

• Visuals, vocabulary mapping, GIST (answer five W questions and summarize it), experience hearing how other 
students answer the questions, hand signals for different parts of the lesson and alter student behavior, highlighting 
the vocabulary words, repeated story line (prompting), picture response cards, graphic organizers, turn and talk 
work for some students (more about this below), when gen ed teachers can have sped lesson plans in advance.

• Both gen ed and sped love co-teaching; helped general education to understand the special education. General 
education was main instructor and special ed teachers monitored to help both gen ed and sped students as needed. 
Tag team approach. 

• What strategies did not work when planning lessons with both sped and gen ed teachers? Why not?

• Turn and talk does not work for every student. Some do not have needed communication and/or social skills.

• Challenges: Trouble finding the time to meet is number 1 challenge. Staff shortage is another difficulty. Some 
teachers not physically near each other so tougher to meet. Would like time built into the day to meet and plan 
and debrief.



YEAR 2- CHANGES

• Online modules for training

• Online tool for chapters and system of least prompting (see next slide)

• Online observations using GoReact for coaching

• Online and in person instruction

• One classroom is in person (this just changed); one is online

• One school- two teachers [one from Year 1 and one new teacher]

• Plan to check maintenance for Year 1 teacher

• Considering Zoom inclusion for students in face to face instruction with Year 1 
teacher





QUESTIONS? 

• Shawnee Wakeman
Shawnee.wakeman@uncc.edu

• Robert Pennington rpennin7@uncc.edu

• Alicia Saunders A.Saunders@uncc.edu

• Brett Cerrato bcerrato@uncc.edu

mailto:Shawnee.wakeman@uncc.edu
mailto:rpennin7@uncc.edu
mailto:A.Saunders@uncc.edu
mailto:bcerrato@uncc.edu

